Laterality of brain tumors.
Tumor laterality was evaluated with respect to presenting symptoms and demographic factors among 489 adults with histologically confirmed glioma (354 high-grade, 135 low-grade), 197 with meningioma, and 96 with acoustic neuroma. The ratio of left-sided to right-sided tumors did not differ significantly from 1.00 for any of the major tumor types. Low-grade glioma and meningioma occurred nonsignificantly more often on the left side, whereas high-grade glioma and acoustic neuroma occurred nonsignificantly more often on the right side. Aphasia or mental status changes were significantly more common among glioma patients with tumors on the left side than among those with tumors on the right side. Associations between tumor laterality and symptoms may influence the probability or timing of diagnosis, possibly differentially by marital status.